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Office hours??

I am free 9:15-10, 11:30-12;
2:30-5
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All free amino acids are ZWITTERIONS
That is why phenylalanine is water-soluable
and also NOT poisonous
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Distribution of the sickle-
cell trait shown in pink 
and purple

Historical distribution 
of malaria (no 
longer endemic in 
Europe) shown in 
green

The sickle cell trait was found to be 50% protective against 
mild clinical malaria, 75% protective against admission to the 
hospital for malaria, and almost 90% protective against severe 
or complicated malaria.[20] --Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sickle_cell_trait#cite_note-20
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Hemoglobin

Sickle Cell Trait
First “molecular
disease”:  
Linus Pauling
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Caused by
single mutation
from ionic to
hydrophobic
amino acid on 
surface 
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Distribution of the sickle-cell trait
shown in pink and purple

Although the precise mechanism for this phenomenon is not known, several 
factors are believed to be responsible. 

•Infected erythrocytes (red blood cells) tend to have lower oxygen tension, because it 
is significantly reduced by the parasite. This causes sickling of that particular 
erythrocyte, signaling the phagocytes to get rid of the cell and hence the parasite 
within.

•Since the sickling of parasite-infected cells is higher, these selectively get removed 
by the reticulo-endothelial system, thus sparing the normal erythrocytes.

•Excessive vacuole formation occurs in those parasites infecting sickle cells.

•Sickle trait erythrocytes produce higher levels of the superoxide anion and 
hydrogen peroxide than normal erythrocytes do, both are toxic to malarial 
parasites.[19]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sickle_cell_trait#cite_note-Malaria_and_the_Sickle_hemoglobin_gene-19
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CAUTION:  this may be more “artist conception” than science.

The above image is one of dozens from Wikipedia, all differing
significantly from one another!

Beta sheet structures are known to form fibrils.

PRION PROTEIN and Mad Cow “Disease”:  protein misfolding



Nucleic Acids

DNA and RNA
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∆G = ∆H -T∆S



Transcription Factor Protein bound to section of DNA 10
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We are about to embark on the 
quantitative version of 

Lechatelier’s principle
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Homework
problem:
Graphite
Diamond

Van’t Hoff
Equation

all about

“Q”



Chapter 4: Free Energy and Chemical Equilibria
Chapter 5: Statistical Foundations of Biophysical Chemistry
Chapter 6: Free Energy and Physical Equilibria

In both chapters 4 and 6 the same guiding principle applies:
Equilibrium is reached as a result of each chemical species in the system 
seeking its most negative Gibbs energy.
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In other words, µA is the partial molar Gibbs energy of substance A 
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∆GA,m the molar Gibbs energy change for substance A, therefore 
plays such and important role that it has been given a special 
name and symbol:

The REAL reason, always, is because ∆S + ∆Ssurr is positive!
Because ∆Ssurr = -q/T= - ∆H/T 
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Divide energy by MASS

Divide energy by CHARGE

Divide energy by MOLES OF A
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Chapter 4: Free Energy and Chemical Equilibrium

361 Lec16
Thur 27sep12

nA A + nBBnCC +nDD
In an open system or when chemical reactions
happen in a closed system:
moles of A,B,C,D, i.e., nA, nB, nC, nD are additional
thermodynamic variables.

Therefore: 
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The names of these partial derivatives are found in
the expression:

...DDCCBBAA dndndndndpVdTSdG µµµµ +++++−=

Where:

, , , ...B C
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is the partial molar free energy of species A, and
has been given the common name
“Chemical potential” of A

For ideal gases and solutes,                          

where CA2 and CA1 are any two concentrations, such as [A], 
(molarity), XA (mole fraction), or pA (partial pressure).  
[Units don’t matter here because its the ratio that matters.]
In other words: high concentration means high chem. potential!
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i.e., “The number of moles” SLOPE



Consider the process A(high conc.) →A(low conc.) 

i.e., high chemical potential → low chemical potential
is spontaneous 17
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Connecting with previous IDEAL GAS exercises:

= qrev = -wrev

“Q” for Quotient
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What makes 
this negative?

(if ideal)



HIGH concentration of H+

LOW concentration of H+
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